ABSTRACT This paper proposed a reinforcement learning method to improve the level-of-service (LOS) for a shared-taxi system. In practice, shared-taxi operators usually insert a new arrival request into a vehicle routing system that can minimize current total waiting time and detour distance. However, the LOS of a shared-taxi system does not involve only the total waiting time and detour distance but also the quantity of serviced trip volume. If operators emphasize only on the reduction of the total waiting time and detour distance for current requests, the transport capacity of a shared-taxi system can be excessively expended and cannot reflect future requests effectively. This could lead to a high rejection rate for future requests and damage the global LOS. The proposed reinforcement learning method takes into account the uncertainty of future requests and can make a look-ahead decision to help the operator improve the global LOS of a shared-taxi system. We also tested the proposed method on large-scale networks to verify the performance of the method.
A customer may suffer detouring if he/she shares the taxi with other customers. When a request occurs, the shared-taxi system will immediately route a vehicle. A request is rejected if there is no feasible route that can satisfy the constraints on waiting time and detour distance.
The shared-taxi problem is a multi-vehicle dynamic dial-aride problem (DARP) with uncertain customers and without time-windows [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In the DARP, the insertion decision for a new request could have an impact on the waiting time and the detour distance of future customers. The global benefit could be damaged if we insert requests regardless of these future uncertain customers. We need to employ a look-ahead policy to insert requests in order to avoid myopic decisions.
Previous studies have recognized that a vehicle routing problem with uncertain demand can be formulated as a Markov decision process (MDP). Secomandi [10] and Novoa and Storer [11] formulate the single vehicle routing problem where customers' demand is uncertain as a MDP and provide approximate solutions through techniques such as approximate policy iteration [12] and rollout policies. Simao et al. [13] and Pérez Rivera and Mes [14] apply the approximate dynamic programming [15] to solve the MDP for a series of vehicle routing problems. These approaches employ a value function to evaluate the global reward for a given system state and therefore can make a look-ahead decision for route selection. The approximate dynamic programming can learn the value function from experience and use the function to make fast decisions.
Although the future demand for dynamic vehicle routing problems is uncertain, we can estimate daily request arrivals from historical data [16] , [17] . Several studies confirm that this kind of estimate is crucial information for the implementation of the look-ahead policy. Bent and Van Hentenryck [18] simulated future demand scenarios and carried out a joint optimization that included both actual demand and simulated future demand. This method is referred to as multiple scenarios approach (MSA). Ichoua et al. [19] introduced dummy customers based on probabilistic estimates of future request arrivals and employed parallel tabu search to carry out the insertion for requests. Ghiani et al. [20] simulated near future demands for carrying out the rollout. Schilde et al. [21] combined the neighborhood search and the MSA to solve a dynamic DARP.
Some studies also pay attention on the balance between travel demand and transport capacity of the whole system and implement the look-ahead routing policy through a general cost function. Hyytiä et al. [22] modeled a dynamic diala-ride system as a multi-server queue system and assumed that occurring requests follow a Poisson process with a constant arrival rate, introducing a hyper-parameter into the cost function in order to respect the degree of look-ahead. The cost function is used as a local objective function for carrying out insertion. Sayarshad and Chow [23] further developed the general cost function approach and incorporated non-myopic pricing into the non-myopic dynamic DARP. Although Hyytiä et al. [22] assumed a constant arrival rate, the study provides inspirations for solving the dynamic DARP from a system's demand-supply perspective. Furthermore, the research shows that applying the general cost function allows to insert requests and route vehicles for large-scale problems in an on-line fashion.
In this study, we aim to propose a look-ahead inserting policy for the shared-taxi system. The highlights of the proposed method are described as follows:
1) Time-dependent arrival rate: We allow the arrival rate to be time-dependent and do not impose constraints on the arrival rate curve. Our proposed method can respond well to the arrival rate that is sharply changing during rush hours. 2) System state representation: We wish the look-ahead insertion policy to be sensitive to the time-varying system state. Therefore, we need to devise a method to represent the state of the shared-taxi system in real time. The shared-taxi system is a multi-vehicle system and each vehicle has a specific location, a route, and needs to do a series of pick-up / drop-off operations along that route. There are few studies discussing the state representation issue for such complex systems. Our proposed method for system state representation does not suffer the curse of dimensionality and can sensitively respect the demand-supply balance of the shared-taxi system. 3) Operation in real-time: We do not directly treat the insertion position of a request as the action variable. Instead, we introduce a look-ahead parameter into the inserting cost function. Our proposed method can automatically adjust the value of this parameter, based on the real-time system state, to balance the immediate gain and the system overhead for a better global performance. This method can avoid involving a highdimension action variable that may cause the sharedtaxi problem to be, in practice, non-trackable. 4) Off-line learning: This study employs a reinforcement learning approach to obtain a look-ahead insertion policy from a series of simulated request scenarios that are generated based on the knowledge about daily request arrivals. The off-line learning provides a way to effectively gain experience from historical data. We organize the paper as follows: Section II introduces the background of the study and outlines the basic idea of the proposed method. Section III describes the outline of the reinforcement learning approach. Section IV illustrates the proposed look-ahead insertion policy in detail and Section V tests the performance of the proposed look-ahead inserting policy under different scenarios. Finally, Section VI provides a conclusion for the proposed method.
II. BACKGROUND
This study aims to improve the global level of service (LOS) of the shared-taxi system considering the future uncertain customers. The LOS is a metric that reflects the server quality of a transport system. A high LOS can enhance the customer loyalty and maintain the sustainability of a sharedtaxi system; therefore, this metric is usually considered as an important determinant of the valuation of the company that operates the shared-taxi system.
When a new customer is added into the route of a taxi, the waiting time and detour distance of other customers served by this taxi can also be changed. The shared-taxi system requires that the new and already involved customers' waiting time must not be larger than the waiting time threshold while the detour rate must not be larger than the detour rate threshold. If the system cannot find a feasible insertion position along the taxi routes that can satisfy the threshold constrain, the trip request is rejected. In this study, we defined the waiting time for a customer as the time between the moment a trip request is submitted and the moment the customer is picked up by a taxi. We define the detour rate as the detour distance to the shortest route length for the trip. We set the waiting time and detour rate threshold to be 5 minutes and 15% respectively.
If the request of a customer is accepted by the sharedtaxi system, the customer needs to wait several minutes to be picked up. If the customer has to share the taxi with other customers during the trip, he/she may be detoured around the shortest route. People always wish to experience the least waiting time and detour distance. For modelling VOLUME 6, 2018 purposes, we converted the waiting time and detour distance into waiting and detour cost. It is natural to employ the sum of the waiting and detour cost as a criterion for the LOS. Furthermore, people wish that the system would accept their requests. The willingness for acceptance can be measured by the willingness-to-pay for the tip. Therefore, the LOS for people who require a shared-taxi service can be described as:
We define LOS to be zero if the customer's request is rejected. Our goal is to find an insertion policy that can maximize the global LOS of the total M requests for a day as follows:
However, it is difficult to use directly Eq. (2) as an objective function because of the uncertain nature of the daily requests. Since we treat requests with a First-In-First-Service (FIFS) principle, we cannot reject a new request if there is a feasible route for it. Intuitively, we can insert a new request into the shared-taxi system through minimizing the following objective function:
Where x is a feasible insertion position for the new request. The insertion position contains the information about the carrier of the request as well as the pick-up/drop-off order. We use WaitingCost and DetourCost to denote the immediate increment of waiting and detour cost respectively, after inserting the new request. Inserting a new request to a taxi can change the waiting and detour cost of the active customers (the customers who are already on board or their request has been accepted by the system but have yet to be picked up) of the taxi. We account the increment cost for all affected customers to figure out WaitingCost and DetourCost respectively. Although the objective function used in Eq. (3) is a direct derivation from the global LOS function given by Eq. (1), one can find that Eq. (3) leads to a myopic policy and cannot take into account future uncertain customers.
We observe that the objective function of Eq. (3) ignores the system overhead issue completely. This leads the system to pursue an immediate benefit at the cost of the efficiency of transport. As a result, the total rejection rate of requests can be high and the global LOS will be damaged.
The system overhead can be measured by the increment of the operation distance of the taxis. We define this metric as follows: A taxi moves along a route to serve the active customers in order. We denote the length of the route as d0. If we insert the new arriving request into the route of the taxi, the length of the route becomes d1. The increment of the operation distance is obtained as follows:
In order to achieve a better LOS, we reformed the objective function by combining the incremental cost of waiting and detour with the incremental operating distance (see Eq. 5). In this new objective function, we also converted OperatingDistance into OperatingCost through fuel price and obtained the following minimization problem:
We discretized the time horizon into several time intervals and indexed them by t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , T − 1.. We used an insertion policy π t to determine the value of µ at time interval t based on the system state at t. Our goal is to propose an insertion policy π t that can have a better performance than the myopic strategy shown by Eq. (3). Parameter µ is referred to as a look-ahead parameter and Eq. (5) is referred to as an insertion cost function. We consider Eq. (3) as the benchmark method in this study and compare the performance of the proposed method to the benchmark method in section V.
This study does not discuss re-optimization issues, we just focus on the insertion of new arriving requests and do not re-route active customers in the system. In essence, the proposed method does not impose any constraints on the re-optimization process; therefore, one can straightforwardly integrate the proposed method and the re-optimization process. We leave this interesting topic for future studies.
III. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
This study proposes a reinforcement learning based method to adjust dynamically the value of µ t . We use this method to decide the weight of µ t at the beginning of time interval t and insert the requests occurred during the time interval t according to Eq. (5). Parameter T is the length of the time horizon. In the reinforcement learning community, the length of the time horizon is usually assumed infinite, therefore, we start the discussion with T = ∞ and we will remove this assumption later. We use s to denote the representation of the system state (or system state value) for the current interval and use s to denote the representation of the system state for the next time interval. For example, if the current time interval starts at 8:10 and finishes at 8:20, we refer to 8:10 and 8:20 as the beginning and the ending moment of time interval t respectively. For this case, s corresponds to the representation of the system state at 8:10. Since the total LOS, from the current time interval to the end of the time horizon, is dependent on the system state at the current time interval and the insertion policy, we can obtain the following equation:
This equation is usually referred to as the value function. Where J π (s) is defined as the expectation of the total discount reward gained from the current time interval to the end of the time horizon if the current system state is s (in this paper, the LOS is the reward). On the left hand side of the equation, the superscript π indicates the insertion policy that is used to determine the value of µ. To avoid confusion, we use t to denote the current time interval and k to index the future time intervals after t, thus, k = 0 is equivalent to the time interval t, k = 1 is equivalent to the time interval t + 1 and so on. We wish the policy could adjust the value of µ according to the system state at each time interval, so this insertion policy can be presented as a function of the system state. When we input the system state of a specific moment into the function, it returns the action value µ = π(© s k ). For the infinite time horizon case, the insertion policy is independent on the time interval. In Eq. (6), ©s k represents the system state variable for a time interval k, ©s k+1 is the system state variable of the time interval k + 1 and ©s 0 corresponds to the system state variable for the time interval k = 0. After we insert the requests occurred during the time interval k into the system by Eq. (5) using the action value determined by π (© s k ), the system state shifts from ©s k to the next state ©s k+1 . We define g (© s k , π(© s k ), ©s k+1 ) as a transition reward function which returns the system reward gains (i.e. the LOS) during the time interval k. Since the uncertainty of the requests during the time interval k, ©s k is a random variable and the probability distribution of ©s k+1 is dependent on the values of π (© s k ) and ©s k . We further use π * to denote an optimal policy that can maximize the value of Eq. (6):
Accordingly, we use J * (s) to denote the maximum total LOS that can be gained when the current system starting point is s.
The above equation can also be formulated as a Bellman's equation:
The operating time of a shared-taxi system usually has a starting and an ending time each day. This implies that the model's time horizon should be finite. Correspondingly, the total reward at a moment should be defined as the global LOS from the current moment to the end of the operation at the end of the day. For a finite horizon, if the system state at time interval t is s, we can obtain the time-dependent value function J π (s, t) as follows:
The reward function g k and the policy function π k are time-dependent, s k 0 denotes the system state for the time interval k 0 . Along the same line, the maximum total LOS can be obtained as:
In the above equation, π = [π 0 , . . . , π T −1 ] is a set of functions that is used to select the action value for each time interval according the corresponding system state. J * (s, t) can also be written as a Bellman's equation:|
Applying Eq. (12), we obtain the Q-value function Q t (s, µ) as follows:
Where µ is an alternative action value for the time interval t. If we know the value of function Q t (s, µ), we can decide the optimal action value through the following equation:
IV. LOOK-AHEAD INSERTION POLICY
Eq. (13) We iteratively run a shared-taxi simulator to perform offline learning for getting the nonparametric regression model from a series of request samples. The outline of the learning algorithm is: After running the learning algorithm, we can get the dataset D t for t = 0, 1, . . . , T − 1. The value of Q t (s, µ) can be estimated through the nonparametric regression model and the obtained datasets (see Eq. 17). From Section IV-A to IV-F, we provide a detailed discussion for each step of the learning algorithm.
A. REQUEST SCENARIOS GENERATION
People use smartphones to submit their trip requests in the shared-taxi system [25] , [26] . Therefore, information on past requests, including origin, destination, and request time, can be easily collected. Additionally, the passenger demand information can be sensed and estimated with assistance VOLUME 6, 2018 Algorithm 1 Learning Algorithm 0 Generate a series of requests w l,t for time interval
Randomly set the initial location of each taxi for the shared-taxi system for day l 4
for t = 0 to T − 1 5 s ← the system state representation at the beginning of time interval t (see Section IV-B) 6 -greedy exploration (see Section IV-C): With probability , µ * = argmax µ Q t (s, µ), where the value of Q t (s, µ) is estimated by the nonparametric regression model with the dataset D t (see Section IV-F) With probability 1 − , µ * is selected randomly
Insert w l,t into the shared-taxi system simulator along with µ * . (see Section IV-D) 8
After inserting all the requests, we continually run the shared-taxi simulator until achieving the end moment of time interval t. (see Section IV-D) 9 r t ← the reward for this time interval (see Section IV-E) 10
Update the dataset D t using r t , s t and µ t . (see Section IV-F) 13 end for 14 end for of some other network-based information technologies such as [27] and [28] . These historical data allow us to know the characteristics of daily requests such as the request arriving rate, the origin choice probability, and the destination choice probability. Our basic idea is to sample the request scenarios of L days based on the characteristics of daily requests and then learn the nonparametric regression model from the simulated request scenarios. We consider requests that arrive to the shared-taxi system following a passion process with a time-dependent arriving rate. The origin and destination for a request sample can be generated according to the origin and destination choice probabilities. The sampling scheme for requests is outlined as follows:
We are sampling the requests of L days and use w l,m to store the occurred time τ l,m , the origin O l,m , and the destination D l,m of the mth request in the lth day. We further use w l,t to denote the requests in the lth day whose occurred time τ l,m satisfies B(t) ≤ τ l,m < E(t), where B(t) is the beginning and E(t) is the end of time interval t. We constructed a shared-taxi system simulator in order to execute the learning process. In the simulator, at the beginning of a day, all the taxis are empty and we randomly generated a location for each vehicle in order to initialize the system. At the beginning of a time interval t, we needed to obtain the system state in the simulator and choose an action value based on this system state. Because of the highcomplexity of the shared-taxi system, we prefer to apply the representation of the system state instead of the full information on the system state. We defined s, in the learning algorithm, as the representation for the system state at the time B(t). There are many ways to represent the system state of the shared-taxi system. For example, one could define s as a vector that contains the vehicles' locations at the beginning of time interval t. However, this representation cannot work well because the location information cannot reflect how busy the system is. This study uses the total occupation time to represent the system state. Here we use an example to explain the total occupation time: Consider B (t) = 8 : 10, we aim to obtain the s for 8:10. Fig. 1 shows that at this moment one customer (customer 1 in Fig. 1 ) occupies a taxi. Another customer (customer 2 in Fig. 1 ) whose request is accepted before 8:10 but has yet to be picked up. If we assume that the system will not accept any other request after 8:10, then it is easy to know the pick-up / drop-off time for these customers. Customer 1 will be dropped off at 8:20, customer 2 will be In order to calculate the occupation time, we need to know the pick-up/drop-off time for each customer. The simulator developed for this study is able to update the pick-up/drop-off time immediately when a new arriving request is accepted by the shared-taxi system. Fig. 2 provides an example for the pick-up/drop-off time update. Customer 3 at 9:00 submits a new request. The request is accepted and inserted into the route of a taxi. The simulator automatically figures out the pick-up/drop-off time for customer 3 and updates the drop-off time for customer 1, and customer 2 respectively.
Algorithm 2 Requests Sampling Scheme
0 for l = 0 to L − 1 1 m ← 0 2 τ l,
C. -GREEDY EXPLORATION
At step 6 of learning algorithm, we need to decide about the action value of µ * based on s at the beginning of time interval t. We cannot make an efficient exploration during the learning process if we always choose an optimal value for µ. This study employs the -greedy exploration to avoid this problem. We select µ * which can maximize the value of Q t (s, µ) with the probability and select µ * randomly with probability 1 − . can have a value between 0 and 1. At the beginning of the training we usually wish for a high value of , thus, we can explore the action space sufficiently. With an increase of l, we decrease the value of in order to exploit carefully the reward estimation.
D. INSERTION REQUESTS AND SIMULATOR STATE UPDATES
At step 7 of the learning algorithm, we insert the request set w l,t into the system. We use the cheapest insertion method [29] to carry out the insertion with µ * . Since the number of seats in a taxi is not large, the cheapest insertion method can treat the insertion issue fast and effectively. A new arriving request will trigger the computer program to update the system state of the simulator as follows:
1) Update the location of each taxi in the simulator.
2) Remove the completed tasks during the time interval between the current and the last update from the task list of each taxi. 3) Add new tasks (a pick-up task and a drop-off task)
into the task list of a taxi if the new arriving request is accepted and inserted to the taxi. In the simulator, the task list is a linked list. We use the task list to store a series of pick-up/drop-off information for a taxi. For example, Fig. 3(a) shows a task list that contains 3 tasks and denotes that a taxi will drop-off customer 1 at node 12, pick-up customer 9 at node 15, and drop-off customer 9 at node 7. Fig. 3(b) shows the task list after the request of customer 12 is accepted by the system and inserted into this taxi. The vehicle's route can be determined by its current location and its task list.
We use τ 0 and τ l,m to denote the last time we update the system state and the occurred time of the new arriving request m at the lth day respectively. When a new request m occurs, each taxi in the simulator will move a distance v · (τ l,m − τ 0 ) along its own route to a new position (v is the moving speed), while each taxi in the simulator executes pickup/drop-off action according to its task list. After the update of the locations and task lists, we set τ 0 ← τ l,m .
One can find that the occurred time of the last request in the set w l,t may not be the end moment of time interval t. Therefore, at step 8 of the learning algorithm we set the time clock of the simulator to E(t) and call for the update process. At step 8, each taxi in the simulator will move a distance with v · (E(t) − τ 0 ) along its own route to a new position and execute pick-up/drop-off action along the route, then we set τ 0 ← E(t).
E. REWARD FOR A TIME INTERVAL
In this study, we consider the LOS as the reward of the system. After a customer gets off the taxi the pick-up and drop-off time for this person will be available, therefore, the reward of this request can be calculated. At step 9 of the learning algorithm, we define r t as the summation of the LOS for the customer who got off the shared-taxi system during the time interval t. For these customers, we evaluate the LOS as follows:
Where d 0 m is the shortest distance for the origin to the destination for request m and WTP is the willingness-to-pay for a unit distance of a trip (4 RMB / km or 0.6 US Dollar / km). The system will stop accepting requests after the end of the last time interval of a day. However, some active customers may still be in the shared-taxi system. We need to run the simulator until all customers are delivered to their destinations. We consider that the operation of a day is finished when the last person gets off the taxi. For the last time interval, we accumulate the LOS of customers who get off the taxi during B(t) to the finishing time of the operation.
F. THE NONPARAMETRIC REGRESSION MODEL
At steps 10 and 11, the learning algorithm obtains the pair [s t , µ t ] after exploring the state space and the action space. The temporal difference (TD) learning is used to update the Q-value for the pair in a look-up table. This method updates Q t (s t , µ t ) through the Bellman's equation with a learning rate η:
However, the underlying time horizon problem of the shared-taxi is finite; therefore, it is not necessary to evaluate the total reward by the Bellman's equation. In this study, we instead the TD learning by the Monte Carlo method to update the Q-values. The total reward from a time interval at the end of the operation can be obtained directly by T −1 k=t γ t−k r k , rather than using Bellman's equation. Instead of a look-up table, we also employ a kernel-based nonparametric regression model proposed by Fan and Truong [30] to approximate the function Q t (s, µ). This model permits us to fit the data with a high flexibility and can easily handle the continuous variable s. The nonparametric regression model does not have its own parameters but works in accordance with the dataset D t . We update D t at step 12 of the learning algorithm as follows:
We use D t to store [s t,l , R t.l , µ t,l ] that was generated through the learning process. At step 6 of the learning algorithm, for the system state s and a candidate action value µ at the time interval t, we estimate the value of Q t (s, µ) as follows:
Where w t,l (s) is the weight for the historical data [s t,l , R t.l , µ t,l ] stored in the dataset D t whose value is dependent on s:
With
And
Where I (µ, µ t,l ) = 1 if µ = µ t,l , otherwise the value is equal to zero. K (·) is a kernel function and h is a bandwidth (a hyper-parameter of the model). A Gaussian kernel is adopted in this study:
In practice, we select the data of the last 5000 days from D t to carry out the regression analysis. We estimate Q t (s, µ) based on {s t,l , R t.l , µ t,l } l−1 l =l−5000 (if 1000 < l ≤ 5000, we use all data in D t , and if 0 ≤ l ≤ 1000, we randomly select an action value for µ).
At step 6 of the learning algorithm, we estimated the Q-value for each candidate value of µ through a regression model. Although there are several methods (such as policy gradient) that can be employed to treat continuous variables in a reinforcement algorithm, in this paper we chose to use a minimalistic method to respond to the continuous variable. We keep s as a continuous variable and discretize the value of µ. We simply set 11 candidate values for µ, i.e. 0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1 and the algorithm needs to make a choice among these 11 values. We decided to use this minimalistic method for three reasons: first, we wish the proposed algorithm to exploit sufficiently the global reward for a candidate value of µ under limited computing resources. Moreover, the performance of the system is not sensitive to the extremely subtle variations of µ, therefore, it is not necessary to treat µ in a continuous space. Finally, this study provides a framework for solving the shared-taxi problem using a reinforcement learning approach, in this paper we would like to focus on the methodology and leave the technical details for a future study.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES A. GRID NETWORKS
In order to test the performance of the proposed algorithm we considered two grid networks. The first network contained 50 * 50 nodes. The lengths of arc were randomly generated 5722 VOLUME 6, 2018 from a uniform distribution U(150m, 250m). The second network contained 80 * 80 nodes. The lengths of arc were also randomly generated from the above-mentioned uniform distribution. We assumed a constant average vehicle speed of 36 km/h for both networks. In order to investigate the performance of the proposed method under variable transport capacity, we set the number of taxis in a network to be 40, 50 and 60 respectively. We assumed that the taxis in the network are homogeneous, that each vehicle has three seats, and we further analyzed the case for four seats per taxi based on the 80 * 80 nodes network. 
B. REQUEST SCENARIOS
The arrival rate curve and the choice probability of the origin/ destination are given conditions for the proposed method. We considered the operating time of the shared-taxi system to be 5 hours and assumed that the arrival rate during the time horizon follows a Poisson process with a single peak. Fig. 4 provides an example for the single-peak arriving rate curve. We prepared three travel demand levels (low, medium, and high) for the single-peak case (Fig. 4 presents the arriving rate for the high travel demand level). We further defined that the origin / destination of a request must be a node in the network and assumed that the origin / destination choice probability is uniform among the nodes. Consequently, the origin / destination is uniformly distributed in the given network. We generated the request according to the sampling scheme described at Section IV-A. It should be noted that the origin / destination choice probability, which can be modeled and estimated based on historical request data, is not necessarily uniform. We adopted the uniform distribution just for illustrative purposes. For the 80 * 80 nodes network, we also prepared an arriving rate curve with a long time horizon and double-peak (see Fig. 5 ). The length of this long time horizon is 16 hours. We considered three travel demand levels for this double-peak case as well (Fig. 5 shows the arriving rate for the high travel demand level). Table 1 reports the statistical characteristics for the number of requests of a day for each case (derived from 100 days).
C. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
We used the insertion policy shown by Eq. (3) as the benchmark method (i.e. set µ = 1 for each time interval). We compared the performance of the proposed method with that of the benchmark method. We used improvement and rejection rates to measure the performance of the model I. Improvement rate is defined as: In addition, the rejection rate is defined as:
Rejection rate = (total number of rejected requests /total number of requests) * 100%
D. PROGRAMMING AND HARDWARE
We coded the algorithm by Visual Studio C++ 2015 and carried out the tests on a PC with Intel i7 6700k CPU and 16G memory. We used a single thread of the CPU during the computation.
E. TEST RESULTS
We examined the performance of the proposed model using the arriving rate pattern with single-peak. We set the length of time interval to 15 min, i.e. the proposed method adjusts the value of µ t every 15 min, and we assumed that each taxi has three available seats. As mentioned above, we prepared two grid networks (80 * 80 and 50 * 50 nodes) and three travel demand curves (high, medium, and low demand) for the test. For each test case, we generated trip request samples for 20000 days to train the nonparametric regression model (i.e. obtain the data set D t for t = 0 to T − 1 for the nonparametric regression model). We generated trip request samples for another 100 days to evaluate the performance of the proposed method and from the analysis of these samples we obtained the mean value as well as the confidence interval (CI) for the improvement. Table 2 reports the test results. Generally, we found that the effectiveness of the proposed model can be more significant for a lager grid network and a larger size of taxi fleet. For the case of 80 * 80 nodes network and 60 taxis fleet size, the LOS showed an improvement of 5.02% after adopting the proposed method. Fig. 6 shows the action values and the time intervals for one day for the 80 * 80 nodes network. The action value trend becomes smaller during rush hour. This implies that the proposed method allocates more weight to the efficiency of transport in the insertion cost function when inserting requests during the rush hour. We also compared the rejection rate of the proposed and benchmark methods. As shown in Table 3 , we found that the rejection rate can be reduced significantly by the proposed method. It should be noted that the proposed method could reduce the rejection rate through automatically balancing the operating and customer costs (e.g. waiting time, detour distance) rather than sacrificing the LOS of the shared-taxi system.
We further examined the proposed method though the arriving rate patterns with double-peak. test results for the different scenarios. For the double-peak case, we can observe that when the arriving rate is high the effect of the proposed method is more significant. Compared to the single-peak case the improvement declined (e.g. for the 60 taxis scenario, the mean improvement rate decreased from 5.02% to 3.42%), however, we can identify that the improvement rate for the double-peak case is more stable, regardless to the size of the fleet and the magnitude of the travel demand. The improvement rate is always around 3%.
For the 80 * 80 nodes network case, we further investigated the effect of the number of available seats. Table 5 shows the improvement rate for the 4-seat and the 3-seat cases. It is clear that the mean improvement rate can be higher if more seats are available in each taxi. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This study proposed a method to improve the global LOS for a shared-taxi system. We defined the LOS as the total willingness-to-pay minus the total penalty for waiting and detour. When inserting a request into the shared-taxi system, taking only into account minimizing the penalty for waiting and detour, could lead the shared-taxi system to expend the transport capacity myopically and cause a high rejection rate. Moreover, if we only consider the issue of operating costs, it could result in long waiting time and detour distances for the accepted customers. Since the future demand is uncertain, it is difficult to generate an objective function for inserting new requests in order to optimize the global LOS. This study inserts requests based on the balance between the operating cost and the penalty for waiting and detour. We introduced an adaptive parameter to keep this balance. We discretized the time horizon into a number of time intervals and employed a reinforcement learning approach to obtain the value of the parameter based on the real-time state of the sharedtaxi system. We proposed the use of the total occupation time to represent the system state. This representation can be easily implemented in practice and effectively reflect the system's availability. We tested the proposed method on large-scale networks (up to 6400 nodes, 60 taxis and about 4000 requests). The test results confirmed that the proposed method could significantly reduce the rejection rate while improving the global LOS for the shared-taxi system. 
